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This book is a comprehensive work of considerable magnitude which clearly and logically
presents the potter with information on the sources and character of materials, the behavior of
clays and glaze minerals during forming and firing processes, forming methods, and glaze
construction, together with explanations of terminology and historical development. The
Dictionary's special feature is that it is set out as an index of key words and phrases, giving the
reader quick access to as much, or as little, information as he requires on any particular topic.
Under each heading is a simple definition, usually followed by a short explanation; a detailed
article often follows in which technical points are lucidly explained in simple language and with
easy-to-follow diagrams and line drawings. For the first time, the potter has easy access in one
volume to a vast range of information, couched in non-technical language and with copious
explanatory illustrations - there are nearly 300 line drawings and nearly as many photographs.
349 pages including an appendix of numerous tables needed by every serious potter.

"...An instructional text..." (Software World, 1 July 2002)From the Back CoverGet Up to Speed
on C# Programming - in a Weekend! The big day is Monday - the day you get to show off what
you know about C#. The problem is, you're not really up to speed, which is why we created this
Weekend Crash Course. Open the book Friday evening and on Sunday afternoon, after
completing 30 fast, focused sessions, you'll be able to jump right in and start developing C#
applications. It's as simple as that. The Curriculum Friday Evening: 4 Sessions, 2 Hours*
Creating Your First C# Program* Mathematical operation* Flow Control* Looping
CommandsSaturday Morning: 6 Sessions, 3 Hours* Common Operations* Arrays* The Object*
The Function* Object Methods* The this pointerAfternoon: 6 Sessions, 3 Hours* Special Class
Considerations* String class* Formatting String Output* Arrays* Classes in the Real World*
InheritanceEvening: 4 Sessions, 2 Hours* Polymorphism* Abstract Classes* Accessor Methods*
PropertiesSunday Morning: 6 Sessions, 3 Hours* Constructors* Constructors with Arguments*
Constructors and Inheritance* Namespaces* Exceptions* Extending the Exception
MechanismAfternoon: 4 Sessions, 2 Hours* C# Structures* The Interface* Events/Delegate* File
Input/OutputFor more information on Hungry Minds, go to www.hungryminds.com CD-ROM
Includes:* All sample code from the book* Assessment softwareSystem Requirements: PC
running Windows 98 or later, Windows NT 4 or later. See the What's on the CD-ROM? Appendix
for details and complete system requirements.About the AuthorAbout the Author Stephen R.
Davis, who goes by the name of Randy, has been a programmer and author for almost 20 years.
He is currently a senior consultant with Valtech, a global consulting, training, and mentoring
company (www.valtech.com). Randy can be reached at www.stephendavis.com. About the
Contributor Richard Lassan is a Senior Consultant with GA Sullivan in the Nashville, Tennessee,



office. Richard has been actively involved in software development for the past fifteen years. His
first computer was the TI994A, and from there he moved on to the Commodore 64, the Apple II,
and finally the IBM PC. Richard currently spends his time learning .NET and writing and
evangelizing about the benefits of building applications with .NET. He can be reached at
rickl@gasullivan.com. About the Series Editor Michael Lane Thomas is an active development
community and computer industry analyst who presently spends a great deal of time spreading
the gospel of Microsoft .NET in his current role as a .NET technology evangelist for Microsoft. In
working with over a half-dozen publishing companies, Michael has written numerous technical
articles and written or contributed to almost 20 books on numerous technical topics, including
Visual Basic, Visual C++, and .NET technologies. He is a prolific supporter of the Microsoft
certification programs, having earned his MCSD, MCSE+I, MCT, MCP+SB, and MCDBA. In
addition to technical writing, Michael can also be heard over the airwaves from time to time,
including two weekly radio programs on Entercom (http://www.entercom.com/) stations,
including most often in Kansas City on News Radio 980KMBZ (http://www.kmbz.com/). He can
also occasionally be caught on the Internet doing an MSDN Webcast (http://www.microsoft.com/
usa/webcasts/) discussing .NET, the next generation of Web application technologies. Michael
started his journey through the technical ranks back in college at the University of Kansas,
where he earned his stripes and a couple of degrees. After a brief stint as a technical and
business consultant to Tokyo-based Global Online Japan, he returned to the States to climb the
corporate ladder. He has held assorted roles, including those of IT manager, field engineer,
trainer, independent consultant, and even a brief stint as Interim CTO of a successful dot-com,
although he believes his current role as .NET evangelist for Microsoft is the best of the lot. He
can be reached via email at mlthomas@microsoft.com.Read more
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The Potter's Dictionary of Materials and Techniques The Complete Guide to Mid-Range Glazes:
Glazing and Firing at Cones 4-7 (Lark Ceramics Books)



GEWeber, “This is my favorite book right now.. If I ever have a ceramics question I refer to this
book. It's alphabetical, which makes it easy to navigate and full of so much information. I liked it
so much, I bought the newer edition and gave this one to a friend who also does ceramics.”

Kurt Hanson, “Excellent reference book. The 5th edition of this book is great. It's a great
reference for both the hobbyist and Studio potter as well as the newbie.It's set up like a
dictionary which makes finding information quick and easy. Although I've heard some remarks
made about the lack of depth of knowledge with regards to some specific areas, I think that the
knowledge imparted as good when one realizes that more than one specific area is being
covered. There is adequate information provided for all areas covered. The book is well thought
out and the easily understood and very well researched - and the information can be applied to
both sides of the pond. It's a nice addition to my studio library and I would recommend it to
anyone with an interest in pottery. I've enjoyed my copy and have no doubt that as more
additions become available I'll keep updating.”

Leah A Spoonhour, “I found my self missing its presents like a good friend. I am very grateful. I
have had this book for years and feel that it is the one book that any student of pottery must have
and since my copy is locked in storage right now. I found my self missing its presents like a good
friend. So when this first edition arrived in almost pristine condition I was and am thrilled. Thank
you.”

Sandra, “It is an amazing reference book. I attended a workshop and the leader referenced this
book several times. He said, it 's not a book you sit and read, just pick an item when you need it.
It is an amazing reference book.”

Daniel Bellas, “More than a dictionary- an encylopidia. A book which covers the potting issues
from A-Z. I have not found a ingrediant or process not covered by this Bible. It is my favorite
book of how and why ceramics and potting is what it is in a consice, understandable, to-the-
point way. Good for beginer to advanced potters who want to know why things happen in clay
processes.”

colin shissler, “Potters Dict. Review. Could not find a problem or question that was not at least
touched on in this book. That sentiment is shared by others that use this important and useful
reference”

Timothy E. Doyle, “great reference book. If you are a potter this is one book you should have on
your shelves. It goes into detail on every subject and covers every thing from firing to the
obscure.”



AL, “Good to have. Need old version as well”

Artyperson, “Informative. The Potter’s Bible.... great condition!”

Miss. K. Fortnum, “Great book. Recommend. Good price”

Ropsie, “It should be called the Potters Bible!. So far it has answered every question I have.
Clearly written and very informative. The only ceramics book I think I will ever need.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Very helpful.. Frank and Janet's live's work. Well done.”

Dawn Richards, “Five Stars. I love this book, informative, great for students,”

The book by Shenanchie O'Toole has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 46 people have provided feedback.
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